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INTERPOLATION AND UNIQUENESS RESULTS FOR

ENTIRE FUNCTIONS
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JAMES D. CHILD(l)

ABSTRACT.   Let K[Sl] denote the collection of entire functions of

exponential type whose Borel transforms are analytic on £ïc (the complement

of the simply connected domain taken relative to the sphere).   Let /be in

K{Sl\ and set Ln(f) = (2nl)-l¡rgn(\)F(\)d\ (n = 0, 1, . . . ) where F is

the Borel transform of /, T C Í2 is a simple closed contour chosen so that F

is analytic outside and on r and each gn is in H(S1) (the collection of functions

analytic on Í2).   In what follows read 'the sequence of linear functionals

{Ln(f)}' wherever the sequence of functions '{gn}' appears.   Let T denote

a continuous linear operator from H(£l) to H(A) where A is also a simply

connected domain.   The topologies on H(£l) and H(A) are those of uniform

convergence on compact subsets of Í2 (resp. A).

The purpose of this paper is to consider uniqueness preserving operators,

i.e., operators T which have the property that K[A] is a uniqueness class for

{r(gn)} whenever K[Sl] is a uniqueness class for {?„}, and to examine inter-

polation preserving operators, i.e., operators T which have the property that

K[A] interpolates the sequence of complex numbers {bn} relative to {T(gn)}

whenever K[£i] interpolates {bn} relatives to {g„}-  Once some classes of

uniqueness preserving operators and some classes of interpolation preserving

operators have been found, we proceed to obtain new uniqueness and inter-

polation results from our knowledge of these operators and from previously

known uniqueness and interpolation results.

Operators which multiply by analytic functions and some differential

operators are considered.  Composition operators are studied and the results

are used to extend the interpolation results for sequences of functions of

the form {[ Wi?)]"} where W is analytic and univalent on a simply connected

domain.

1. Introduction.  Let S2 denote a simply connected domain in the complex

plane and K[Sl] the collection of entire functions of exponential type whose
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Borel transforms are analytic on Í2C.  For each/in AT[S2] let B(f) denote its

Borel transform.  Note that K[Q¡] is often thought of as the collection of entire

functions of exponential type whose conjugate indicator diagrams are contained

in £2.  The class of functions analytic on £2 will be denoted by H(Sl). We assume

throughout the article that H(Q¡) has the topology of uniform convergence on

compact subsets placed on it. It is well known [16, pp. 35, 38] that K[Q.] may

be identified with the dual space of H(Ci). In fact //(Í2) is also the dual space of

K[&1].  The bilinear form pairing them is given by

(1.1) < a, g > = (2m)-l f a(X) G(X) dX,

where a is in H(£l), g is in K[£l] with G = B(g), and T C Í2 is a simple closed

contour chosen so that G is analytic outside and on T.

The uniqueness and interpolation problems with which we shall deal involve

sequences {Ln} of continuous linear functional defined on AT[Í2].  From (1.1)

it is clear that there exists a sequence {gn} of functions from H(£l) so that

0-2) Ln(f) = (gn,f)      (n = 0,l,...).

Throughout this article we shall identify each sequence of continuous linear func-

tionals on K[il] with the sequence of functions from H(£l) which generate them

as in (1.2). With this identification we say that K[il] is a uniqueness class for

{gn} if /in K[n] and (gn, /) = 0 (n = 0, 1, . . .) imply that /= 0. We note

that such sequences {gn} are also said to be total on K(Q,). A sequence of com-

plex numbers {bn} is said to be interpolated by K[£l] relative to {gn} if there

exists /in K [£l] with {gn, /> = bn (n = 0, 1, . . . ).

Much of the previous work done in the area of uniqueness and interpolation

involves sequences of the form {[H^f)]"} where W is a function analytic on Í2.

An easy application of our theory gives a new proof of known necessary and

sufficient conditions for K[Sl] to be a uniqueness class for {[IV(f)]"}. Our theory

also yields an improved theorem giving necessary and sufficient conditions for

K[ü] to interpolate {bn} relative to {[KU)]"}. The theory described in what

follows examines characterizations of certain types of operators which 'preserve'

the notion of uniqueness as well as others that 'preserve' the notion of interpola-

tion.  These characterizations will be used to examine certain simple, but useful,

operators which will in turn be used to obtain new uniqueness and interpolation

results from old ones. We fix the ideas above with the following definitions. Let

A denote a simply connected domain and let T denote a continuous linear opera-

tor from H(5l) to H(A). Then T is said to be uniqueness preserving if K[A] is a

uniqueness class for {T(gn)} whenever A"[Í2] is a uniqueness class for {gn}. The
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operator T is said to be interpolation preserving if K[A] interpolates {bn} relative

to {T(gn)} whenever K[£l] interpolates {bn} relative to {gn}.

2. Some general results.  Let T denote a continuous linear operator from

H(Vu) to //(A).  For each /in K[Sl] define T'(f) by

(2.1) < or, T'(f) > = ( T(a), Z >   for all a in H(ß).

The operator T' from AT [A] to K[£l] defined above is called the dual operator

of T.  This dual operator plays an important part in the results which follow.

The following easy theorems give useful characterizations of the operators

under consideration. The proofs which are omitted below can be found in [7].

Theorem 2.2. Let Tbe a continuous linear operator from //(£2) to //(A).

The following conditions are equivalent.

(a) T is uniqueness preserving,

(b) T' is one-to-one,

(c) T(H(Q,)) is dense in //(A), and

(d) there exists a sequence {gn} of functions from H(5l) so that K[A] is a

uniqueness class for {T(gn)}.

Theorem 2.3. Let T be a continuous linear operator from H(Sl) to //(A).

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) T is interpolation preserving,

(b) T' maps onto K[Sl], and

(c) there exists a sequence {gn} such that K[£l] is a uniqueness class for

{gn} and K[A] interpolates {bn} relative to {T(gn)} whenever K[A] interpolates

{bn} relative to {gn}.

Proof ((c) implies (a)).  Assume T is not interpolation preserving, then by

the equivalence of (a) and (b) T' does not map onto K[£l].  Let g be in K[£l]

so fhatjf is not in the image of K[A] under T'. Set bn = <.g„, g) (n = 0, 1, . . . ).

By hypothesis there exists f in K[A] so that (T(gn),f) = bn (n = 0, 1,. . . ).

But, then {gn, g) = {gn, T'(f)) (« - 0,1,... ) and*¥• T'(f) which contradicts

the hypothesis that K[Sl] is a uniqueness class for {#„}. Hence, T must be inter-

polation preserving.

Theorem 2.4. If T is a continuous linear operator from //(S2) to H(A),

then the following conditions are equivalent

(a) T is both uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving,

(b) T is a linear homeomorphism onto H(A),

(c) T and T' are both one-to-one, and

(d) T maps onto H(A) and T' maps onto K[Sl].
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3.  A further characterization of uniqueness preserving operators.  Since the

spaces dealt with here are nice, the continuous linear functions discussed above

have a useful integral representation. It is known [16] that there is a one-to-one

correspondence between the continuous linear operators, denoted by T, from

H(£l) to H(A) and the functions denoted by M(X, f) which are locally holomorphic

on £2C x A and which vanish at °° for each f in A. This correspondence is de-

scribed as follows.  For each a in H(5l) and each f in A

(3.1) [T(a)] ft) = O/V"1 f a(XMA, f) dX,

where T C S2 is a simple closed contour depending upon the particular f which

is chosen so that M(X, f) is analytic outside and on I\ We remark that MÇX, f) =

1/À ~ ? generates the identity operator from H(£l) to //(S2). In this case (3.1) is

just the Cauchy integral formula. In this section we will characterize the locally

holomorphic functions which generate uniqueness preserving operators as in (3.1).

More directly we shall characterize a class of functions onCxA which yield an

integral representation for T'. These functions are described below.

Suppose that M(w, f) is locally holomorphic on £2C x A and vanishes at °°

for each f in A, then for each f in A, M(X, f) is the Borel transform of some

function in K[£l]. Thus, the Pólya representation of entire functions of exponen-

tial type may be used to define m(w, f) as follows.  For each f' in A

(3.2) m(w, J) = (2mT'/ ewXM(X, ?) dX
r

for all f in some disk £>(£', r)C A, where" T C S2 is chosen so that M(X, f) is

analytic outside and on T for all f in£>(f', r)and so that M(X, f) is analytic on

£)(£', r) for each X on T. It follows that m(w, f) is holomorphic onCxA and

that m(w, J) is in K[£l] for each f in A. It can be shown by direct methods

that if T and M are related as in (3.1), T' and m are related by

(3.3) [T'(f)] (w) = (2m)-1 f m(w, t) F(f) d?
rf

for each / in AT [A], where r? C A is chosen so that F = B(f) is analytic outside

and on T?. It is relatively simple to determine m given M using (3.2). For example

if MÇX, f) = 1/X - ? and £2 = A then m(w, f) = eSw and T' determined by (3.3)

is the identity map from K[Çl] to K[£l]. The next theorem characterizes the

functions m which correspond by (3.1) and (3.2) to uniqueness preserving op-

erators T.

Theorem 3.4. Let T be a continuous linear operator from H(ü) to H(A)

and suppose m(w, f) is related to T by expressions (3.1) and (3.2). For each
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n = 0, 1, . . . set£n(f) = [bnm(w, C)ßwn] lw=0.  Then Tis uniqueness preserving

if and only ifK[A] is a uniqueness class for {gn}.

Proof.  Suppose that T is uniqueness preserving and that f is in ^[A] with

<gn, f> ■ 0 (» ■ 0, 1,. .. ).  Set h(w) = (27T0"1/r'«(w, ftFßM; then for each

M = 0, 1,...

tí"\0) = (2m)-1 f [b"m(w, f)/aw"] lw=0F(f) dt = <gn.f> = 0,

Hence, h = 0 so that T' one-to-one implies that f=0.

Suppose that K[A] is a uniqueness class for {gn}. Let / be in K[A] with

T'(f) = 0. Then for each n = 0, 1, . . . ,

0 = 9" [T'(f)](w)/bw"\w=o = (2niT1fgn(0 F(f) #,     B(f) = F.

By hypothesis f= 0 and J' is one-to-one.  Thus, Jis uniqueness preserving.

The class of functions m(w, f ) holomorphic on C x A with the property

thatZ= 0wheneverf isinK[A],B(f) = F, and Jrm(w, f)F(f)</f = 0 was

suggested to be of interest by DeMar in [15].

4. A further characterization of uniqueness preserving and interpolation

preserving operators.  Let U denote the unit disk with center the origin. We shall

link operators which are both uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving

from H(U) to H(U) to the notion of proper basis in H(U). The sequence {an} of

functions in H(U) is said to be a proper basis in H(U) if for each a in H(U) there

exists a sequence of complex numbers {cn} so that 2~_0 c„o¡„(?) converges to

a(f) for all f in U, if cn = 0 (n = 0, 1, . . . ) whenever 2~=0 cnanß) converges

to 0 on U, and if 2^=0c„an(f) converges on U if and only if 2"=0 c„f" con-

verges on U.   Some examples of proper bases may be found in [1]. We now

state our characterization.

Theorem 4.1. Let Tbe a continuous linear operator from H(U) to H(U)

and let m(w, f) be related to Tby (3.1) and (3.2). Set gn(Ç) = d"m(w, f )/dw" |w=0

(n = 0, 1, . . . ).  Then Tis both uniqueness preserving and interpolation pre-

serving if and only if {gn} is a proper basis in H(U).

Proof ('if). By [2, Theorem 1] since {gn} is a proper basis in H(U), for

each 7-Q with 0 < rQ < 1

lim sup f max \gn(Ç)\\   " < 1.
«-•°   |_iri=r0   "     J

Hence, for each positive r0 < 1 there is a p0 < 1 so that 2"_0g„G')/A" + 1 con-
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verges for each J with |f| < r0 and for each X with |X| > p0. Thus, for each f

in U, NÇX, f) = 2~=0£„(f)/X"+ ! is analytic on U and zero at °°. Set

(4.2) k(w, J) - (27TZ)-1 f ewXN(X, f) dX = ¿ gH(£) w"/n\.
Jr n=0

Note that the series in (4.2) converges uniformly on compact subsets of C for

each f in K Then bnk(w, ?)/3w"|vv=0 = f„(£) (n = 0, 1,.. . ) and for each

positive r0 < 1 there is a positive p0 < 1 so that 2~_0gn(f)/X',+ 1 converges to

MÇK, f) corresponding to m for each f with |f | < r0 and for each X with |X| > p0.

Fix rQ with 0 < r0 < 1, set 5„(X) = X" (zz = 0, 1, . . . ) and let T be a circle

with center the origin and radius greater than p0 corresponding to r0 but less

than 1. Then for each n = 0, 1, . . . ,

CTM (0 - (2mT1frM(X, f) §„(X) dX = (2mV1 f( Z *,GW+ M X"dX

= f 8ß)hmTx f W+1 dX*] -J1.G).
i=0 I T J

The uniform convergence on T of the series was used to interchange the order of

integration and summation. Hence, T generated by M maps §„ to gn (n = 0, 1,

. . . ).  By [2, Theorem 2] that {gn} is a proper basis in H(U) guarantees the

existence of a linear homeomorphism from H(U) onto H(U) which maps 5„ to gn

for each zz = 0, 1, . . . . Clearly, T must be this linear homeomorphism and ,

thus, T is both uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving.

('only if). If T is both uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving,

then from Theorem 2.6 7* is a linear homeomorphism.  By [2, Theorem 2] if

T(8n) = an (n = 0, 1, . . . ) then {an} is a proper basis in H(U). But it was

shown in the proof of the 'if part that if {an} is a proper basis in H(U), k(w, f)

= S™=0an(f)w"/zz!, and Tk is the continuous linear operator corresponding to k,

then d"k(w, f)/9w"|w=0 = an(t) and Tk(5n) = a„ (n = 0, 1, . . . ). Thus, Tk =

T, k(w, f) = m(w, f), an = gn (n = 0, 1, . . . ), and {gn} is a proper basis in

H(U). Thus, the proof is completed.

5.  Some applications of the theory. In this section the theory developed

above will be applied to consider simple but useful examples of uniqueness pre-

serving operators as well as examples of operators which are both uniqueness pre-

serving and interpolation preserving. Composition operators, operators which

multiply by an analytic function, and some differentiation operators will be con-

sidered. These operators will then be used to produce uniqueness and interpolation

results. We remark that once our machinery has been developed one may quickly
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and easily obtain known results that required much work to obtain in the first

place. The machinery also leads directly to new results. The following discussion

provides examples of the simplicity and usefulness of our method.

Let A be a simply connected domain in the complex plane.  Set Q, = W(A)

where W is a function analytic on A and define T from //(£2) to H(A) by

[T(<*)] (?) = a(W(Ç)) for each a in H(Cl).  If W is univalent on A then T is a

linear homeomorphism so that by Theorem 2.4 T is both uniqueness preserving

and interpolation preserving. However, if W is not univalent on A with W(ÇX) =

Wß2) for Jj # f2 then every ß in the range of T has the property |3(?j) = ß(C2)

so that T does not have dense range.  By Theorem 2.2 T is not uniqueness pre-

serving. The preceding discussion is summarized by the next theorem.

Theorem 5.1. The operator T corresponding to W analytic on A is both

uniqueness preserving and interpolation preserving if and only if W is univalent

on A.

This theorem encompasses two theorems proved by DeMar [11, Theorem 2,

p. 8] and [18, Lemma 1]. Many of the sequences of functions analytic on a

simply connected domain A which have been previously studied are of the form

{[W(D]"} where W is analytic and univalent on A. The next result follows from

the fact that K[C] is a uniqueness class for {A"} since {X"} corresponds to the

sequence of functionals {//«)}.

Corollary 5.2. Let W be analytic on A. A necessary and sufficient

condition for K[A] to be uniqueness class for {[W(Ç)]"} is that W is univalent

on A.

This result is not new but it has a long history.  See e.g. Gel'fond [13], Buck

[6], and DeMar [10].  Our proof is simpler. The following corollary is an im-

provement over other attempts to find such necessary and sufficient conditions

by Buck [5] and DeMar [8] and [9] since it is not required that the origin be

in A or that W(Q) = 0 if the origin is in A. Its proof may be found in [7].

Corollary 5.3. Let W be analytic and univalent on A. Let {bn} be a

sequence of complex numbers and define a function B0 by B0(t;) = 2™=0ft„/?"+1

and its analytic continuation.   Then K[A] interpolates {b„} relative to {[W(?)]"}

if and only ifB0 is analytic on [W(A)]C.

Example 5.4. Previous attempts at determining the necessary and sufficient

conditions in Corollary 5.3 did not cover the Carlson functionals {/(«)} since

they are generated by the sequence {e"^} so that 1V(?) = e^ which does not have

the property that W(0) = 0. Set A = {? = x + iy: -it <y < ir}. Then W(A) is
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the complex plane slit from the origin to °° along the negative x-axis. Hence,

{bn} can be interpolated by K[A] relative to {f(n)} if and only if /?0(?) =

2"=0 ¿>„/?"+1 is analytic on [W(A)]C. Note that a similar result holds if A is

taken to be {? = x + iy: rr <y < 3rr} which does not contain the origin.

It may be of interest to the reader to note that the integral formulas dis-

cussed in §§3 and 4 applied to the composition operator J corresponding to

W(i¡) and its dual T' are given by

[T(<*)](0 = CM)-1 f <*(í)/(X - Wß)) ¿S,•T

[T'(f)] (z) = (2m)'1 f e'^F«) dt,     F = B(f).

From the characterization of uniqueness preserving the interpolation pre-

serving operators in §4, one may observe that if W is analytic and univalent on

the unit disk U mapping i/onto fJthen by Theorems 4.1 and 5.1 {[W(?)]"} is a

proper basis in H(U).

We now turn our attention to operators which multiply by a given analytic

function. Let A denote a function which is analytic on the simply connected

domain £2.  In the following let T denote the linear operator from //(£2) to //(£2)

defined by T(a) = Aa for each a in //(£2). The uniqueness preserving and inter-

polation preserving properties of T follow directly.

Theorem 5.5. If A ^ 0, then the corresponding Tis interpolation preserving.

Proof.  Suppose there exists g in K[Sl] with {gn, g) = bn (n = 0, 1, . . . ).

Then (2m)"1frgn(X)G(X)dX = bn (n = 0, 1,. . . ) where G = B(g) and V C £2

is a simple closed contour chosen so that A has no zeros on T and G is analytic

outside and on Y. Then G(X)/A(X) is analytic on T, hence, there exist functions

F,. and F0 with G(X)/A(X) = F¡(X) + F0(X) for all X in some neighborhood of T,

where Ft is analytic inside and on T and F0 is analytic outside and on T with

^o(°°) = °- Now

bn = (2mTl f ¿f„(X) G(X) dX - (27T0-1 f *„(X) [A(X) F,.(X) + A(X) F0(X)] dX

= (2mT1(gn(X)A(X)F0(X)dX.

But,Z0 with B(f0) = F0 is in K[Sl] and the result follows.

If A has no zeros on £2 then Fis a linear homeomorphism and is, therefore,

uniqueness preserving.  If A has zeros on Í2, then T cannot have dense range.

Thus, we have the following result.
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Theorem 5.6.  The operator T corresponding to A is uniqueness preserving

if and only if A is nonzero on £2.

The following example demonstrates how the preceding two theorems may

be used to obtain new uniqueness and interpolation results.

Example 5.7. The Abel functionals {f^"\n)} are generated by the se-

quences of functions {(fer)"}- Set £2 = {rew : r<(it- |0|)/sin |0|}. Then fe? is

univalent on £2 and by Corollary 5.2 Af[£2]  is a uniqueness class for

{(&)"}[{f(n)(n)}] • Set A(0 = er + e_?, then A has no zeros on £2 so

Theorem 5.6 may be applied to obtain that K[£l] is a uniqueness class for the

sequence of functions {f"e("+1)f + fe(""1)?}. Using the traditional terminology,

we obtain that #[£2] is a uniqueness class for the sequence of linear functionals

{f(n)(n + 1) + /(n)(n - 1)}. Applying Theorem 5.5 and Corollary 5.3 we find

that K[Sl] interpolates {£>„} relative to {f(n)(n + 1) + fM(n - 1)} if and only

if B0 defined 50(f) = 2~=0 bkl$k+1 is analytic on £2C.

The dual operator T' of T defined by T(a) = Aa has the integral repre-

sentation

[T'(f)] (w) = (2m)-1 f A(£) e?wF(?) df,      F - B(f).

IfD" = dn/dw" and A(t) = S"=0íz„?" then formally [T(ß] (w) = 2™=0anDnf(w).

The equation

(5.8) g(w) = ¿ anirf(w)
n-0

where /and g are in K[£l] has been previously studied; see Boas and Buck [4,

pp. 67—70] for a discussion and further references. Theorems 5.5 and 5.6

provide simple answers to the questions concerning existence and uniqueness of

solutions of (5.8). After making the assumptions on £2 required by the type of

summability used, one can make the following observations.  Since T is interpola-

tion preserving, T' maps onto K[Çl], so for each g in K[Q,], there exists / in

A[£2] with g(w) ~ 2"_0 anDnf(w). Such expansions are unique if and only if

A has no zeros on £2.

We conclude by considering some differentiation operators.  First, the

operator D defined on #(£2) for some fixed £2 has integral representation

[D(a)](0 = (27tzT1 f a(X)/(X - ?)2 dX

for each a in #(£2). Its dual, D', has the representation
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[D'(f)] (w) = (2m)-1 f   we*WF(?) dt = wf(w)      (F = B(f)).

Clearly, D' is one-to-one on #[£2] so that D is uniqueness preserving. The fol-

lowing example demonstrates the value of knowing that the operator/) is unique-

ness preserving.

Example 5.9.  Let {a„} be a sequence of complex numbers such that

an —*■ 0 and 2"=0 |a„ - an + x \< °°. Gontcharoff [14] has shown that K[C] is

a uniqueness class for the sequence of functionals {/*"'(«„)}.  Since D is unique-

ness preserving we can say that K[C] is also a uniqueness class for {nf^"~1\an)

+ a„/C)(a„)}.

An application of our theory shows that if £2 is a simply connected domain

containing the origin, then F defined by [T(oi)] (?) = a(?) + ?a'(?) is both unique-

ness preserving and interpolation preserving from H(i2) to //(£2).   Example

5.10 results from this observation.

Example 5.10.  Set £2 = {? = x + iy: \y\ < it} then from Corollary 5.2

we note that K[Sl] is a uniqueness class for {/(«)}.  From the preceding remarks

we observe that /sT[£2] is also a uniqueness class for {/(«) + nf'(n)}. Using Example

5.4 and the comments preceding this example, one obtains that {bn} can be

interpolated by K[£2] relative to {f(ri) + nf'(n)} if and only if 2¡°=0ftk/?fc+1

is analytic on £2C.
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